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QCD Models

2

Hadrons
Optical Theorem

pp→pp

0 ∞ΛQCD

Dijets/WZ/Top/…Elastic

A) Start from pQCD. Extend towards Infrared.
HERWIG/JIMMY, PYTHIA, SHERPA, EPOS

Hard Pomeron?

B) Start from Hadrons & Optical Theorem. Extend towards Ultraviolet.
PHOJET, DPMJET, QGSJET, SIBYLL, … 

Pomerons: Diffraction
Cut Pomerons: Non-diffractive (soft)

Color Screening
Regularization of pQCD

Hadronization

Elastic & Diffractive
Treated as separate class

No predictivity

A

B

Note: PHOJET & DPMJET use string fragmentation (from PYTHIA) → some overlap

PYTHIA uses string fragmentation, HERWIG & SHERPA use cluster fragmentation

Unitarity
Showers (ISR+FSR)
Multiple 2→2 (MPI)

5 GeV

Min-Bias

Hard Process
Perturbative 2→2 (ME)

Resonance Decays
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Hard Process
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A) Start from pQCD. Extend towards Infrared.
HERWIG/JIMMY, PYTHIA, SHERPA, EPOS

Color Screening
Regularization of pQCD

Hadronization

Elastic & Diffractive
Treated as separate class

No predictivity

Unitarity
Showers (ISR+FSR)
Multiple 2→2 (MPI)

A

PYTHIA uses string fragmentation, HERWIG & SHERPA use cluster fragmentation

Hard Process
Perturbative 2→2 (ME)

Resonance Decays

Fixed-Order Matrix Elements
LO vs K×LO vs NLO vs … 
PDF set (& uncertainties & LO vs LO* vs NLO vs … )

Factorization scale
Renormalization scale(s) (& other RGE-improved couplings)

Keep in Mind:
LO×LL is doing very well 
if it gets within 10% of an 

IR safe quantity

Note: LO* may not be optimal compromise between LO and NLO. Alternatives under investigation.

Talk by F. Siegert
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Multi-Scale Problems
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A) Start from pQCD. Extend towards Infrared.
HERWIG/JIMMY, PYTHIA, SHERPA, EPOS

Color Screening
Regularization of pQCD

Hadronization

Elastic & Diffractive
Treated as separate class

No predictivity

Unitarity
Showers (ISR+FSR)
Multiple 2→2 (MPI)

A

PYTHIA uses string fragmentation, HERWIG & SHERPA use cluster fragmentation

Hard Process
Perturbative 2→2 (ME)

Resonance Decays

Multi-Scale Problems (in fixed-order context)
Scale hierarchies (jet scales, particle masses) → conformal enhancements
Renormalization scale(s)
Resonance Decays (finite widths, spin correlations,…)

Mass Effects
Resummation Effects & Matching to Parton Showers
Large Rapidities (forward jets → high-energy limit)

WARNINGS and common pitfalls: 
Too low ME cutoffs, “NLO”→LO, zero widths, weird μR choices, inconsistent parameters when combining codes

Talk by F. Siegert
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Bremsstrahlung
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A) Start from pQCD. Extend towards Infrared.
HERWIG/JIMMY, PYTHIA, SHERPA, EPOS

Color Screening
Regularization of pQCD

Hadronization

Elastic & Diffractive
Treated as separate class

No predictivity

Unitarity
Showers (ISR+FSR)
Multiple 2→2 (MPI)

A

PYTHIA uses string fragmentation, HERWIG & SHERPA use cluster fragmentation

Hard Process
Perturbative 2→2 (ME)

Resonance Decays

FSR+ISR
Size of Phase Space (matching onto ME scales)

Coherence (e.g., angular ordering vs pT-ordering vs …)

Renormalization Scale(s)
Momentum Recoils 
Initial-Final connections (e.g., FSR broadening of an ISR jet…)

Radiation Kernels (e.g., DGLAP vs Dipoles/Antennae vs …)

Polarization Effects

Keep in Mind:
LO×LL is doing very well 
if it gets within 10% of an 

IR safe quantity

Modern parton showers approximate NLL, but still large 
uncertainties. At least vary/tune μR to reflect ambiguities
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Underlying Event
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A) Start from pQCD. Extend towards Infrared.
HERWIG/JIMMY, PYTHIA, SHERPA, EPOS

Color Screening
Regularization of pQCD

Hadronization

Elastic & Diffractive
Treated as separate class

No predictivity

Unitarity
Showers (ISR+FSR)
Multiple 2→2 (MPI)

A

PYTHIA uses string fragmentation, HERWIG & SHERPA use cluster fragmentation

Hard Process
Perturbative 2→2 (ME)

Resonance Decays

Multiple Parton Interactions
Multi-Parton PDFs & Correlations (e.g., in x and impact parameter)

Perturbative vs Non-Perturbative Dynamics
Hard Scatterings ~ Rutherford with unknown K-factor
Soft Scatterings ~ Cut Pomerons?

Showers & MPI (Interleaving, showers off MPI, intertwining, rescattering, …)

Beyond single-parton 
factorization: expect 

uncertainties > LO

Note:  crazy to require agreement between current MPI-based models and data at 5%-level or better … 
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Confinement
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A) Start from pQCD. Extend towards Infrared.
HERWIG/JIMMY, PYTHIA, SHERPA, EPOS

Color Screening
Regularization of pQCD

Hadronization

Elastic & Diffractive
Treated as separate class

No predictivity

Unitarity
Showers (ISR+FSR)
Multiple 2→2 (MPI)

A

PYTHIA uses string fragmentation, HERWIG & SHERPA use cluster fragmentation

Hard Process
Perturbative 2→2 (ME)

Resonance Decays

Partonic Confinement
FSR Cutoff (~ scale of hadronization)

ISR Cutoff (~ starting scale for DGLAP ISR evolution)

MPI Cutoff (~ starting scale for perturbative MPI evolution)

Color Space (formation of color-singlet hadronizing systems)

Hadronization Modeling (clusters vs strings, fragmentation functions)

Expect worse agreement for rare phenomena (e.g., Ω). Order-of-magnitude may have to be accepted.

IR Physics. 
Uncertainties guaranteed 

to be >> LO
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Parton/Hadron Dynamics
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A) Start from pQCD. Extend towards Infrared.
HERWIG/JIMMY, PYTHIA, SHERPA, EPOS

Color Screening
Regularization of pQCD

Hadronization

Elastic & Diffractive
Treated as separate class

No predictivity

Unitarity
Showers (ISR+FSR)
Multiple 2→2 (MPI)

A

PYTHIA uses string fragmentation, HERWIG & SHERPA use cluster fragmentation

Hard Process
Perturbative 2→2 (ME)

Resonance Decays

Parton/Hadron Interplay
Hard Diffraction (→ diffractive jets + UE in high-mass diffraction?)

Soft Non-Diffractive Scattering (incl soft diffraction)

Color Reconnections (String/Cluster reinteractions) 

Note:  expect larger uncertainties on very soft phenomena, rapidity gaps, … 

IR Physics. 
Uncertainties guaranteed 

to be >> LO
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Soft QCD
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A) Start from pQCD. Extend towards Infrared.
HERWIG/JIMMY, PYTHIA, SHERPA, EPOS

Color Screening
Regularization of pQCD

Hadronization

Elastic & Diffractive
Treated as separate class

No predictivity

Unitarity
Showers (ISR+FSR)
Multiple 2→2 (MPI)

A

PYTHIA uses string fragmentation, HERWIG & SHERPA use cluster fragmentation

Hard Process
Perturbative 2→2 (ME)

Resonance Decays

Long-Distance Physics
Hadron and τ Decay Modeling 
Bose-Einstein Correlations 
Elastic Scattering
Soft Diffractive Scattering 
Hadronic Re-interactions? (Boltzmann gas vs hydro … ?)

IR Physics. 
Uncertainties guaranteed 

to be >> LO
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Modeling Soft QCD
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A) Start from pQCD. Extend towards Infrared.
HERWIG/JIMMY, PYTHIA, SHERPA, EPOS

Color Screening
Regularization of pQCD

Hadronization

Elastic & Diffractive
Treated as separate class

No predictivity

Unitarity
Showers (ISR+FSR)
Multiple 2→2 (MPI)

A

PYTHIA uses string fragmentation, HERWIG & SHERPA use cluster fragmentation

Hard Process
Perturbative 2→2 (ME)

Resonance Decays

PYTHIA: 

 σINEL(s) : Donnachie-Landshof (σtot(s) - σel(s))

 σSD,DD(s) : Parametrization ~ dM2/M2

 σNON-DIFF(s) = σtot - σel - σSD - σDD

See next 
slides( )

You can adjust these, individually, if you don’t like PYTHIA’s def This is defined by what you choose for the others



Color Space
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Color Connections

12

Rapidity

NC → ∞

Multiplicity ∝ NMPI

Some ideas: 
Hydro? (EPOS)

E-dependent string parameters? (DPMJET)
“Color Ropes”?
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Color Reconnections?

13

Rapidity

Do the systems really form
and hadronize independently?

Multiplicity ∝ NMPI
<

Can Gaps be Created?

My view:
Universality is ok (a string is a string)

Problem is 3 ≠ ∞

More ideas: 
Coherent string formation?

Color reconnections?
String dynamics?
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Diffraction (in PYTHIA 8)

14

Navin, arXiv:1005.3894
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Diffraction (in PYTHIA 8)

14

Navin, arXiv:1005.3894

PYTHIA 8 Status
Diffraction

! Comparisons to PYTHIA 6 and PHOJET have been made
e.g. p! distribution of single diffractive events
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SD

and σel = σ2
tot/16πBel. The elastic slope parameter is parameterized by

Bel = BAB
el (s) = 2bA + 2bB + 4s� − 4.2 , (115)

with s given in units of GeV and Bel in GeV
−2

. The constants bA,B are bp = 2.3, bπ,ρ,ω,φ =

1.4, bJ/ψ = 0.23. The increase of the slope parameter with c.m. energy is faster than

the logarithmically one conventionally assumed; that way the ratio σel/σtot remains well-

behaved at large energies.

The diffractive cross sections are given by

dσsd(XB)(s)

dt dM2
=

g3IP

16π
βAIP β2

BIP

1

M2
exp(Bsd(XB)t) Fsd ,

dσsd(AX)(s)

dt dM2
=

g3IP

16π
β2

AIP βBIP
1

M2
exp(Bsd(AX)t) Fsd ,

dσdd(s)

dt dM2
1 dM2

2

=
g2
3IP

16π
βAIP βBIP

1

M2
1

1

M2
2

exp(Bddt) Fdd . (116)

The couplings βAIP are related to the pomeron term XABs�
of the total cross section

parameterization, eq. (112). Picking a reference scale
√

sref = 20 GeV, the couplings are

given by βAIPβBIP = XAB s�
ref . The triple-pomeron coupling is determined from single-

diffractive data to be g3IP ≈ 0.318 mb
1/2

; within the context of the formulae in this

section.

The spectrum of diffractive masses M is taken to begin 0.28 GeV ≈ 2mπ above the

mass of the respective incoming particle and extend to the kinematical limit. The simple

dM2/M2
form is modified by the mass-dependence in the diffractive slopes and in the Fsd

and Fdd factors (see below).

The slope parameters are assumed to be

Bsd(XB)(s) = 2bB + 2α�
ln

�
s

M2

�
,

Bsd(AX)(s) = 2bA + 2α�
ln

�
s

M2

�
,

Bdd(s) = 2α�
ln

�

e4
+

ss0

M2
1 M2

2

�

. (117)

Here α�
= 0.25 GeV

−2
and conventionally s0 is picked as s0 = 1/α�

. The term e4
in Bdd is

added by hand to avoid a breakdown of the standard expression for large values of M2
1 M2

2 .

The bA,B terms protect Bsd from breaking down; however a minimum value of 2 GeV
−2

is still explicitly required for Bsd, which comes into play e.g. for a J/ψ state (as part of a

VMD photon beam).

The kinematical range in t depends on all the masses of the problem. In terms of

the scaled variables µ1 = m2
A/s, µ2 = m2

B/s, µ3 = M2
(1)/s (= m2

A/s when A scatters

elastically), µ4 = M2
(2)/s (= m2

B/s when B scatters elastically), and the combinations

C1 = 1− (µ1 + µ2 + µ3 + µ4) + (µ1 − µ2)(µ3 − µ4) ,

C2 =

�
(1− µ1 − µ2)

2 − 4µ1µ2

�
(1− µ3 − µ4)

2 − 4µ3µ4 ,

C3 = (µ3 − µ1)(µ4 − µ2) + (µ1 + µ4 − µ2 − µ3)(µ1µ4 − µ2µ3) , (118)

one has tmin < t < tmax with

tmin = −s

2
(C1 + C2) ,

tmax = −s

2
(C1 − C2) = −s

2

4C3

C1 + C2
=

s2C3

tmin
. (119)
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Diffractive Cross Section Formulæ:PYTHIA 8 Status
Diffraction

! New framework for high-mass diffractive events (with Sparsh Navin)
! Follows the approach of Pompyt (P. Bruni, A. Edin and G. Ingelman)
! Total diffractive cross sections parameterised as before

! Introduce pomeron flux fIP/p(xIP, t)

xIP =
EIP
Ep

, t = (pi ! p!

i )
2
, M2

X = xIPs

! Factorise proton-pomeron hard scattering

fp1/p(x1,Q2) fp2/IP(x2,Q2)
d!̂
dt̂

pi

pj

p
!

i

xg

x
LRG

X

! Existing PYTHIA machinery used to simulate interaction
! Initialise MPI framework for a set of different diffractive
mass values; interpolate in between

Richard Corke (Lund University) January 2010 14 / 18

PYTHIA 8 Status
Diffraction

! MX ! 10GeV: original longitudinal string description used
! MX > 10GeV: new perturbative description used
! Four parameterisations of the pomeron flux available
! Five choices for pomeron PDFs

! Q2-independent parameterisations, xIP f (xIP) = N xaIP (1! xIP)b
! Pion PDF (one built in, others through LHAPDF)
! H1 NLO fits: 2006 Fit A, 2006 Fit B and 2007 Jets

! Single and double diffraction included
! Central diffraction a future possibility
! Still to be tuned

Richard Corke (Lund University) January 2010 15 / 18

Partonic Substructure in Pomeron:

Follows the  Ingelman-
Schlein approach of 

Pompyt

Diffraction
Ingelman-Schlein: Pomeron as hadron with partonic content
Diffractive event = (Pomeron flux) ! (IPp collision)

p
p

IP

p

Used e.g. in
POMPYT
POMWIG
PHOJET

1) !SD and !DD taken from existing parametrization or set by user.
2) Shape of Pomeron distribution inside a proton, fIP/p(xIP, t)
gives diffractive mass spectrum and scattering p" of proton.
3) At low masses retain old framework, with longitudinal string(s).
Above 10 GeV begin smooth transition to IPp handled with full pp
machinery: multiple interactions, parton showers, beam remnants, . . . .
4) Choice between 5 Pomeron PDFs.
Free parameter !IPp needed to fix #ninteractions$ = !jet/!IPp.
5) Framework needs testing and tuning, e.g. of !IPp.

Diffraction
Ingelman-Schlein: Pomeron as hadron with partonic content
Diffractive event = (Pomeron flux) ! (IPp collision)

p
p

IP

p

Used e.g. in
POMPYT
POMWIG
PHOJET

1) !SD and !DD taken from existing parametrization or set by user.
2) Shape of Pomeron distribution inside a proton, fIP/p(xIP, t)
gives diffractive mass spectrum and scattering p" of proton.
3) At low masses retain old framework, with longitudinal string(s).
Above 10 GeV begin smooth transition to IPp handled with full pp
machinery: multiple interactions, parton showers, beam remnants, . . . .
4) Choice between 5 Pomeron PDFs.
Free parameter !IPp needed to fix #ninteractions$ = !jet/!IPp.
5) Framework needs testing and tuning, e.g. of !IPp.

(incl full MPI+showers for       system)

Diffraction
Ingelman-Schlein: Pomeron as hadron with partonic content
Diffractive event = (Pomeron flux) ! (IPp collision)

p
p

IP

p

Used e.g. in
POMPYT
POMWIG
PHOJET

1) !SD and !DD taken from existing parametrization or set by user.
2) Shape of Pomeron distribution inside a proton, fIP/p(xIP, t)
gives diffractive mass spectrum and scattering p" of proton.
3) At low masses retain old framework, with longitudinal string(s).
Above 10 GeV begin smooth transition to IPp handled with full pp
machinery: multiple interactions, parton showers, beam remnants, . . . .
4) Choice between 5 Pomeron PDFs.
Free parameter !IPp needed to fix #ninteractions$ = !jet/!IPp.
5) Framework needs testing and tuning, e.g. of !IPp.

PYTHIA 8

PY6
No diffr jets

PY8 & PHOJET

include diffr jets

Diffraction
Ingelman-Schlein: Pomeron as hadron with partonic content
Diffractive event = (Pomeron flux) ! (IPp collision)

p
p

IP

p

Used e.g. in
POMPYT
POMWIG
PHOJET

1) !SD and !DD taken from existing parametrization or set by user.
2) Shape of Pomeron distribution inside a proton, fIP/p(xIP, t)
gives diffractive mass spectrum and scattering p" of proton.
3) At low masses retain old framework, with longitudinal string(s).
Above 10 GeV begin smooth transition to IPp handled with full pp
machinery: multiple interactions, parton showers, beam remnants, . . . .
4) Choice between 5 Pomeron PDFs.
Free parameter !IPp needed to fix #ninteractions$ = !jet/!IPp.
5) Framework needs testing and tuning, e.g. of !IPp.
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Diffraction (in PYTHIA 8)

Framework needs testing and tuning

E.g., interplay between non-diffractive and diffractive components

+ LEP tuning used directly for diffractive modeling
Hadronization preceded by shower at LEP, but not in diffraction → dedicated diffraction 
tuning of fragmentation pars?

Study 
this 

bump

+ Little experience with new 
PYTHIA 8 MPI component in 
high-mass diffractive events 
→ This component especially needs 
testing and tuning

E.g., look at nch and pT spectra in 
high-mass (>10GeV) diffraction

(Not important for UE as such, but 
can be important if using 
PYTHIA to simulate pile-up!)

Navin, arXiv:1005.3894
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Diffraction
Ingelman-Schlein: Pomeron as hadron with partonic content
Diffractive event = (Pomeron flux) ! (IPp collision)

p
p

IP

p

Used e.g. in
POMPYT
POMWIG
PHOJET

1) !SD and !DD taken from existing parametrization or set by user.
2) Shape of Pomeron distribution inside a proton, fIP/p(xIP, t)
gives diffractive mass spectrum and scattering p" of proton.
3) At low masses retain old framework, with longitudinal string(s).
Above 10 GeV begin smooth transition to IPp handled with full pp
machinery: multiple interactions, parton showers, beam remnants, . . . .
4) Choice between 5 Pomeron PDFs.
Free parameter !IPp needed to fix #ninteractions$ = !jet/!IPp.
5) Framework needs testing and tuning, e.g. of !IPp.determines level of UE in high-mass diffraction through <nMPI>

Diffraction
Ingelman-Schlein: Pomeron as hadron with partonic content
Diffractive event = (Pomeron flux) ! (IPp collision)

p
p

IP

p

Used e.g. in
POMPYT
POMWIG
PHOJET

1) !SD and !DD taken from existing parametrization or set by user.
2) Shape of Pomeron distribution inside a proton, fIP/p(xIP, t)
gives diffractive mass spectrum and scattering p" of proton.
3) At low masses retain old framework, with longitudinal string(s).
Above 10 GeV begin smooth transition to IPp handled with full pp
machinery: multiple interactions, parton showers, beam remnants, . . . .
4) Choice between 5 Pomeron PDFs.
Free parameter !IPp needed to fix #ninteractions$ = !jet/!IPp.
5) Framework needs testing and tuning, e.g. of !IPp.

(Larger         → smaller UE)

Diffraction
Ingelman-Schlein: Pomeron as hadron with partonic content
Diffractive event = (Pomeron flux) ! (IPp collision)

p
p

IP

p

Used e.g. in
POMPYT
POMWIG
PHOJET

1) !SD and !DD taken from existing parametrization or set by user.
2) Shape of Pomeron distribution inside a proton, fIP/p(xIP, t)
gives diffractive mass spectrum and scattering p" of proton.
3) At low masses retain old framework, with longitudinal string(s).
Above 10 GeV begin smooth transition to IPp handled with full pp
machinery: multiple interactions, parton showers, beam remnants, . . . .
4) Choice between 5 Pomeron PDFs.
Free parameter !IPp needed to fix #ninteractions$ = !jet/!IPp.
5) Framework needs testing and tuning, e.g. of !IPp.
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Consequences

16

PYTHIA 8 Status
Diffraction

! Comparisons to PYTHIA 6 and PHOJET have been made
e.g. p! distribution of single diffractive events
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SD

PY6
No diffr jets

PY8 & PHOJET

include diffr jets

Harder Spectrum in High-M Diffraction
→

More pT generated in high-mass diffractive events
+ High-mass diffraction is likely to throw something into 
the observable region of calorimeters etc (bias)

+ new MPI-based UE in high-M Diffraction
→

High-Mass diffraction now has a “pedestal” relative to 
low-mass diffraction, similar to the case of UE in jets vs 
Min-Bias → further increases amount of activity (and 
dissipated energy) in high-mass diffractive events.

Little experience with new PYTHIA 8 MPI component in high-M diffractive events 
→ This component especially needs testing and tuning (e.g., look at nch and pT spectra in high-
mass (>10GeV) diffraction). Constrain size of “pedestal” in high-M diffraction.

 Can be important if using PYTHIA to simulate pile-up!
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Summary

For most perturbative physics 

We are still at LO×(N)LL 

(Lots of theoretical activity towards improving this, e.g., VINCIA)

For the time being, uncertainties ~ 10% or greater (with tuning)

Multi-scale problems → fixed order breaks down → larger uncertainties

For UE in central region

Amazing agreement with MPI-based models → right direction

Formal accuracy still lower than for hard interaction 

For non-perturbative and forward UE physics

Single chain ~ well understood (LEP); baryons + rare phenomena (J/ψ, Ω, etc) tough. 

Need more studies (and data) on breakup of beam remnant

Coherence not well understood for multiple chains. Need more studies (and 
data) on role of color reconnections, and on properties of (high-mass) diffraction. 

New models developed in all MCs, need constraints. You have an active role to play.

17
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Scales: µR = pT and ΛCMW

Compute e+e-→3 jets, for arbitrary choice of μR (e.g., μR= mZ)

One-loop correction 2Re[M0M1*] includes a universal O(αs2) term 
from integrating quark loops over all of phase space

Proportional to the β function (b0). 

Can be absorbed by using μR
4 = s13 s23 = pT

2 s. 

In an ordered shower, quark (and gluon) loops 
restricted by strong-ordering condition → modified to

μR = pT (but depends on ordering variable? Anyway, we’re using pT here)

Additional logs induced by gluon loops can be absorbed by replacing 
ΛMS by ΛMC ~ 1.5 ΛMS (with mild dependence on number of flavors)

19

|M0
3 |2 + M1

3 ·
�
M0

3

�∗ = σ0|M0
2 |2

�
θ(1− y13 − y23) (y13y23 (1− y13 − y23))−� dy13 dy23

×
�
A0

3 +
αs

2π
(LC + QL)

�

With LC as an abbreviation for Leading Color and QL for Quark Loop as defined below. The notation
of the infrared pole structure of these terms has been written similar to the integrated antenna in [8],
with the difference that we have chosen to write out the expansion of the scale factor µ in the integrated
antenna terms in order to obtain explicitly dimensionless logarithms.
Note that we include both the piece proportional to CF NC and the piece proportional to CF nf in our
definition of “Leading Color”.LH: Uuuh, this remark in combination with my notation is a definite

guarantee for confusion..

LC = NC

�
A0

3 ·
�
2I(1)

qg (�, µ2/s13) + 2I(1)
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3 ·
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with

R(y, z) = ln(y) ln(z)− ln(y) ln(1− y)− ln(z) ln(1− z) +
π2

6
− Li2(y)− Li2(z)

and

A0
3 =

1
s123

�
(1− �)s13

s23
+

(1− �)s23

s13
+ 2

s12s123 − �s13s23

s13s23

�
(1− �)

PS: It should be mentioned that A0
3 is essentially |M3|2/|M2|2, again taking care to get the exact normal-

ization right. The I(1)
functions should be given either here or at least in an appendix, with a reference

to GGG.LH: reference to GGG is already above when I refer to our choice of notation.. should we

mention it again?

With the matrix element expressed in this form, cancellation of the infrared poles against integrated
antennae coming from the shower (below) will be particularly simple and will yield an expression purely
dependent on the renormalization scale, µR, and on the kinematic invariants s12 and s23, but not on the
scale factor µ.

5

nf

Catani, Marchesini, Webber, NPB349 (1991) 635

+ gluon loops

(~ “BLM”)

Note: CMW not automatic in PYTHIA, has to be done by hand, by choosing effective Λ or αs(MZ) values instead of MS ones
Note 2: There are obviously still order 2 uncertainties on μR, but this is the background for the central choice made in showers
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Interfaces to External MEs (POWHEG/SCALUP)
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Shower matching to MEs: POWHEG
Standard Les Houches interface (LHA, LHEF) specifies startup scale SCALUP

for showers, so “trivial” to interface any external program, including POWHEG.
Problem: for ISR

p2
! = p2

!evol "
p4
!evol

p2
!evol,max

i.e. p! decreases for !# > 90$ but p!evol monotonously increasing.
Solution: run “power” shower but kill emissions above the hardest one,
by POWHEG’s definition.
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x = p! shower              / p! hard

(b)

Factorisation Scale
Kinematical Limit + Veto

Available for ISR-dominated, coming for QCD jets with FSR issues.

Slide from T. Sjöstrand, TH-LPCC workshop, August 2011, CERN

Note: Other things that may differ in comparisons: PDFs (NLO vs LO), Scale Choices
in PYTHIA 8

not needed if shower ordered in pT?

phase space, and d!r is "dri times a suitable Jacobian. We now write the NLO

exact formula in the following way

d! = B(v)d!v + V (v)d!v + [R(v, r)d!vd!r ! C(v, r)d!vd!rP] =

[V (v) + (R(v, r) ! C(v, r))d!rP] d!v + B(v)d!v

!

1 +
R(v, r)

B(v)
(1 ! P) d!r

"

(5.6)

Comparing eqs. (5.2) and (5.3), we immediately see that the analogue of eq. (5.2)
arising from eq. (5.6) is given by

d! = [V (v) + (R(v, r) ! C(v, r)) d!rP] d!v

+ B(v)d!v

!

#(NLO)
R (0) + #(NLO)

R (pT)
R(v, r)

B(v)
d!r

"

(5.7)

where we have defined

#(NLO)
R (pT) = e!

#

d!r
R(v,r)
B(v) !(kT(v,r)!pT) (5.8)

One can implement eq. (5.7) in an SMC+NLO implementation by generating Born
events with distribution B(v1 . . . vl), generating the first emission according to the

second line of eq. (5.7), and then generating the subsequent emissions as pT vetoed
shower. Furthermore, one should associate a truncated vetoed shower from the

combined emitted parton and the closest (in pT) primary parton. The first term
in eq. (5.7) can be generated independently, and attached to an ordinary shower,
since it is formally of higher order in "S. With this method, negative weighted

events could be generated, since this term is not guaranteed to be positive. A better
procedure would be the following. One defines

B̄(v) = B(v) + V (v)

+

$

(R(v, r) ! C(v, r))d!r (5.9)

and then implements the hardest emission as

d! = B̄(v)d!v

!

#(NLO)
R (0) + #(NLO)

R (pT)
R(v, r)

B(v)
d!r

"

. (5.10)

Eq. (5.10) overcomes the problem of the negative weights, in the sense that the region

where B̄ is negative must signal the failure of perturbation theory, since the NLO
negative terms have overcome the Born term.

The structure of the counterterm and the projection in NLO calculations is in
general more involved than in the example illustrated above. However, one can
separate the real contribution into several term, each one of them singular in a

particular collinear region7. To each term one can associate a counterterm with a
7For example, defining Rk = 1

%

i
1

Si

1
Sk

, where Sk is the mass of the pair formed by the kth parton

with the radiated parton, we have
%

Ri = R, and each Rk is singular only in the region where the
emitted parton is collinear to the kth parton, or soft.
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Figure 5: Comparison of AlpGen + Pythia 6 (pT >20 GeV) jet multiplicity (left) and leading jet

transverse momentum (right) distributions in W+jets electron channel events. The samples are

generated using different AlpGen + Pythia 6 parameter setups described in the text.

3.2 Tests of the Consistent αS Approach: Behaviour Under Scale Variations

In this section we study the behaviour of the new AlpGen + Pythia 6 Perugia 2011 “matched” tune under

ΛQCD variations to demonstrate that, with a consistent treatment of αS, the expected behaviour of ME-PS

matched predictions under variations of tuning parameters is restored. W+jets events selected with the same

criteria applied for Fig. 3 are used. Figure 5 shows the jet multiplicity (left) and leading jet transverse mo-

mentum (right) distributions for the Perugia 2011 “matched” tune and four variant tune samples generated

with different ΛQCD values. Two samples, labelled as “Λ Alp. ↑” and “Λ Alp. ↓”, have ΛQCD respectively

increased and decreased by a factor of 2 only in the ME calculation. This is achieved by setting respectively

the AlpGen parameter ktfac to 1/2 and 2. The increase (decrease) of the ΛQCD value in AlpGen results

in more (less) jets and a harder (softer) leading jet spectrum as shown in Fig. 5. The two samples labelled as

“Λ PS ↑, Λ Alp. ↑” and “Λ PS ↓, Λ Alp. ↓” correspond to a consistent variation of ΛQCD both in the ME

and PS, with ΛQCD respectively increased and decreased by a factor of 2. The impact of these variations is

qualitatively similar to the case where ΛQCD is only varied in the ME, restoring the expected behaviour of

ME-PS matched prediction under variation of ΛQCD. However, the samples with ΛQCD varied simultane-

ously in the ME and in the PS exhibit a smaller deviation from the nominal sample. The mitigation of the

impact of a ΛQCD coherent change in a ME-PS matched sample compared to the same change only in the

ME calculation is due to the interplay between the radiation produced by PS and the matching algorithm, as

detailed in Section 2.1. While the choice of the xlclu parameter allows to directly adapt AlpGen to possible

future changes in the choice of ΛQCD in Pythia, the variation of the ktfac parameter in the standard range

0.5 < ktfac< 2 can be used to establish the range of the systematical uncertainty, or to tune the description

of specific observables.

10

Interfaces to External MEs (MLM)

If using one code for MEs and another for showering

Tree-level corrections use αs from Matrix-element Generator

Virtual corrections use αs from Shower Generator (Sudakov)

Mismatch if the two do not use same ΛQCD or αs(mZ)

21

B. Cooper et al., arXiv:1109.5295 [hep-ph]

Much effort has gone into ensuring that the behaviour across the boundary between the two regions be as

smooth as possible. CKKW showed [22] that it is possible to remove any dependence on this “matching

scale” at NLL precision by careful choices of all ingredients in the matching; technical details of the im-

plementation are important, and the dependence on the unphysical matching scale may be larger than NLL

unless the implementation matches the theoretical algorithm precisely [23–25].

Especially when two different computer codes are used for matrix elements and showering, respectively (as

when AlpGen or MadGraph [26] is combined with Pythia 6 or Herwig), inconsistent parameter sets between

the two codes can jeopardise the consistency of the calculation and lead to unexpected results, as will be

illustrated in the following sections.

To give a very simple theoretical example, suppose a matched matrix-element generator (MG) uses a differ-

ent definition of αs than the parton-shower generator (SG). Suppressing parton luminosity factors to avoid

clutter, the real corrections, integrated over the hard part of phase space, for some arbitrary final state F , will

then have the form

σ incl

F+1
=

� s

Q2

F

dΦF+1 αMG

s |MF+1|2 , (1)

where we have factored out the coupling corresponding to the “+1” parton and suppressed the dependence

on any other couplings that may be present in |MF+1|2. The virtual corrections at the same order, generated

by the shower off F , will have the form

σ excl

F = σ incl

F −
�

dΦF

� s

Q2

F

dQ2

Q2
dz ∑

i

αSG

s
2π

Pi(z) |MF |2 + O(α2

s ) , (2)

with Pi(z) the DGLAP splitting kernels (or equivalent radiation functions in dipole or antenna shower ap-

proaches). If the two codes use the same definitions for the strong coupling, αSG

s = αMG

s , then the fact

that P(z)/Q2
captures the leading singularities of |MF+1|2 guarantees that the difference between the two

expressions can at most be a non-singular term. Integrated over phase space, such a term merely leads to

a finite O(αs) change to the total cross section, which is within the expected precision. Indeed, it is a cen-

tral ingredient in both the MLM and (L)-CKKW matching prescriptions that a reweighting of the matched

matrix elements be performed in order to ensure that the scales appearing in αs match smoothly between

the hard and soft regions. Thus, we may assume that the choice of renormalization scale after matching is

µ ∼ pT on both sides of the matching scale, where pT is a scale characterising the momentum transfer at

each emission vertex, as established by [27, 28] and encoded in the CKKW formalism [22].

In the case of the CKKW approach as implemented in the Sherpa MC framework [29], this prescription can

be controlled exactly, since the matrix element and the shower evolution are part of the same computer code

and hence naturally use the same αs definition. This is also true in Lönnblad’s variant [23] of the algorithm,

used in Ariadne [30]. In the case of codes like AlpGen or Madgraph, on the other hand, an issue emerges.

These codes are designed to generate parton-level event samples to be used with an arbitrary shower MC.

Different shower MCs however use slightly different scales for the parton branchings, as a result of different

approaches to the shower evolution, and may use different values of ΛQCD, as a result of the tuning of the

showers and/or underlying events. A possible mismatch therefore arises in the values of αs used by the

matrix-element calculation and those used by the shower.

If there is a mismatch in ΛQCD or αs(MZ), then this will effectively generate a real-virtual difference whose

leading singularities are proportional to

α2

s b0 ln

�
Λ2

MG

Λ2

SG

�
dQ2

Q2 ∑
i

Pi(z) |MF |2 . (3)

3

AlpGen: can set xlclu = ΛQCD since v.2.14 (default remains to inherit from PDF)

Pythia 6: set common PARP(61)=PARP(72)=PARP(81) = ΛQCD in Perugia 2011 tunes
Pythia 8: use TimeShower:alphaSvalue and SpaceShower:alphaSvalue 
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Figure 5: Comparison of AlpGen + Pythia 6 (pT >20 GeV) jet multiplicity (left) and leading jet

transverse momentum (right) distributions in W+jets electron channel events. The samples are

generated using different AlpGen + Pythia 6 parameter setups described in the text.

3.2 Tests of the Consistent αS Approach: Behaviour Under Scale Variations

In this section we study the behaviour of the new AlpGen + Pythia 6 Perugia 2011 “matched” tune under

ΛQCD variations to demonstrate that, with a consistent treatment of αS, the expected behaviour of ME-PS

matched predictions under variations of tuning parameters is restored. W+jets events selected with the same

criteria applied for Fig. 3 are used. Figure 5 shows the jet multiplicity (left) and leading jet transverse mo-

mentum (right) distributions for the Perugia 2011 “matched” tune and four variant tune samples generated

with different ΛQCD values. Two samples, labelled as “Λ Alp. ↑” and “Λ Alp. ↓”, have ΛQCD respectively

increased and decreased by a factor of 2 only in the ME calculation. This is achieved by setting respectively

the AlpGen parameter ktfac to 1/2 and 2. The increase (decrease) of the ΛQCD value in AlpGen results

in more (less) jets and a harder (softer) leading jet spectrum as shown in Fig. 5. The two samples labelled as

“Λ PS ↑, Λ Alp. ↑” and “Λ PS ↓, Λ Alp. ↓” correspond to a consistent variation of ΛQCD both in the ME

and PS, with ΛQCD respectively increased and decreased by a factor of 2. The impact of these variations is

qualitatively similar to the case where ΛQCD is only varied in the ME, restoring the expected behaviour of

ME-PS matched prediction under variation of ΛQCD. However, the samples with ΛQCD varied simultane-

ously in the ME and in the PS exhibit a smaller deviation from the nominal sample. The mitigation of the

impact of a ΛQCD coherent change in a ME-PS matched sample compared to the same change only in the

ME calculation is due to the interplay between the radiation produced by PS and the matching algorithm, as

detailed in Section 2.1. While the choice of the xlclu parameter allows to directly adapt AlpGen to possible

future changes in the choice of ΛQCD in Pythia, the variation of the ktfac parameter in the standard range

0.5 < ktfac< 2 can be used to establish the range of the systematical uncertainty, or to tune the description

of specific observables.

10

note: running order also 
has a (subleading) effect
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Figure: Jet multiplicity and p! of the second jet for ECM = 7000 GeV,
tMS = 30 GeV in pp ! W events.
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Lönnblad Matching in PYTHIA 8

Get the state S+n (with all partons above a cut tMS) from a matrix element 
generator

Find all possible shower histories (S+0,ρ0),…,(S+n,ρn) 

Pick one according to the probability with which the shower would have produced it

Generate the Sudakov factor by trial showering

Reweight with αs factors and PDF factors

Start shower from last reconstructed scale

If n is the highest multiplicity, continue; 

Else veto events with shower splittings above tMS

Combine histograms for all MEs 

→ distributions with ME+PS merging.
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Njets

Slide from S. Prestel

Lönnblad, JHEP 05 (2002) 046, similar to CKKW

Now automated in PYTHIA 8 (needs ME events in LHEF format)
L. Lönnblad & S. Prestel, arXiv:1109.4829

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0112284
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0112284
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1109.4829
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1109.4829
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Pythia 6: The Perugia Variations
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In total, ten tune variations are included in the “Perugia 2011” set. The starting point was in
all cases Perugia 2010, with modifications as documented in the tables below.

Perugia 2011 Tune Set
(350) Perugia 2011 Central Perugia 2011 tune (CTEQ5L)
(351) Perugia 2011 radHi Variation using !s(

1
2p!) for ISR and FSR

(352) Perugia 2011 radLo Variation using !s(2p!) for ISR and FSR
(353) Perugia 2011 mpiHi Variation using !QCD = 0.26GeV also for MPI
(354) Perugia 2011 noCR Variation without color reconnections
(355) Perugia 2011 M Variation using MRST LO** PDFs
(356) Perugia 2011 C Variation using CTEQ 6L1 PDFs
(357) Perugia 2011 T16 Variation using PARP(90)=0.16 scaling away from 7 TeV
(358) Perugia 2011 T32 Variation using PARP(90)=0.32 scaling away from 7 TeV
(359) Perugia 2011 Tevatron Variation optimized for Tevatron

Note that these variations do not explicitly include variations of the non-perturbative hadroniza-
tion parameters, cf. table 5, hence those parameters would still have to be varied independently
(i.e., manually) to estimate uncertainties associated specifically with the hadronization process.

Parameters of the Perugia 2011 Tunes

Parameter Type Perugia 0 Perugia 2010 Perugia 2011 (All)
MSTP(5) Tune 310 327 350 — 359
MSTJ(11) HAD 5 5 5
PARJ(1) HAD 0.073 0.08 0.087
PARJ(2) HAD 0.2 0.21 0.19
PARJ(3) HAD 0.94 0.94 0.95
PARJ(4) HAD 0.032 0.04 0.043
PARJ(6) HAD 0.5 0.5 1.0
PARJ(7) HAD 0.5 0.5 1.0
PARJ(11) HAD 0.31 0.35 0.35
PARJ(12) HAD 0.4 0.35 0.40
PARJ(13) HAD 0.54 0.54 0.54
PARJ(21) HAD 0.313 0.36 0.33
PARJ(25) HAD 0.63 0.63 0.63
PARJ(26) HAD 0.12 0.12 0.12
PARJ(41) HAD 0.49 0.35 0.35
PARJ(42) HAD 1.2 0.9 0.80
PARJ(45) HAD 0.5 0.5 0.55
PARJ(46) HAD 1.0 1.0 1.0
PARJ(47) HAD 1.0 1.0 1.0

Table 5: Hadronisation Parameters of the Perugia 2011 tunes compared to Perugia 0 and Perugia 2010.
Parameters that were not explicitly part of the Perugia 0 and Perugia 2010 tuning but were included in
Perugia 2011 are highlighted in blue. For more information on each parameter, see [14].
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Central Tune + 9 variations

Can be obtained in standalone Pythia from 6.4.25+
MSTP(5) = 350 MSTP(5) = 351 MSTP(5) = 352 MSTP(5) = …

Perugia 2011 Perugia 2011 radHi Perugia 2011 radLo ...

UE more “jetty”

UE more “jetty”

Harder radiation

Softer radiation

Softer hadrons

~ low at LHC

Note: no variation of
hadronization parameters!

(sorry, ten was already a lot)

Recommended

“Tuning MC Generators: The Perugia Tunes” - PRD82 (2010) 074018

Tunes of PYTHIA 8 : Corke & Sjöstrand - JHEP 03 (2011) 032 & JHEP 05 (2011) 009

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1005.3457
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1005.3457
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1011.1759
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1011.1759
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1101.5953
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1101.5953
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MPI4C

(Multiple Parton Interactions)
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A) Start from pQCD. Extend towards Infrared.
HERWIG/JIMMY, PYTHIA, SHERPA, EPOS

Color Screening
Regularization of pQCD

Hadronization

Elastic & Diffractive
Treated as separate class

No predictivity

A

PYTHIA uses string fragmentation, HERWIG & SHERPA use cluster fragmentation

Hard Process
Perturbative 2→2 (ME)

Resonance Decays

IR reg scale
at 1.8 TeV

Energy-Scaling
power of IR scale

Note: will change name from “MI” to “MPI” in PYTHIA 8.160

Gauss

Unitarity
Showers (ISR+FSR)
Multiple 2→2 (MPI)

Multiparton interactions

Regularise cross section with p!0 as free parameter

d!̂

dp2
!

"
"2

s(p
2
!)

p4
!

#
"2

s(p
2
!0 + p2

!)

(p2
!0 + p2

!)2

with energy dependence

p!0(ECM) = pref
!0 $

!

ECM

Eref
CM

"#

Matter profile in impact-parameter space
gives time-integrated overlap which determines level of activity:
simple Gaussian or more peaked variants

ISR and MPI compete for beam momentum# PDF rescaling
+ flavour effects (valence, qq pair companions, . . . )
+ correlated primordial k! and colour in beam remnant

Many partons produced close in space–time% colour rearrangement;
reduction of total string length% steeper &p!'(nch)

σ2→2(pT) > σtot for p⊥ ≈ 5 GeV
→ fixed-order unreliable, but pQCD still ok 

if resummed (unitarity)
→ Resum dijets? Yes → MPI!

MultipleInteractions:alphaSvalue 0.135 αs(mZ)

MultipleInteractions:alphaSorder 1

MultipleInteractions:Kfactor 1.0

MultipleInteractions:bProfile 3

MultipleInteractions:pT0Ref 2.085

MultipleInteractions:ecmPow 0.19

+ see “Multiple Interactions” and “PDF selection”+ see “Multiple Interactions” and “PDF selection”+ see “Multiple Interactions” and “PDF selection”

+ “A Second Hard Process” (can specify 2nd interaction)+ “A Second Hard Process” (can specify 2nd interaction)+ “A Second Hard Process” (can specify 2nd interaction)
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(Hadronization)
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A) Start from pQCD. Extend towards Infrared.
HERWIG/JIMMY, PYTHIA, SHERPA, EPOS

Color Screening
Regularization of pQCD

Hadronization

Elastic & Diffractive
Treated as separate class

No predictivity

Unitarity
Showers (ISR+FSR)
Multiple 2→2 (MPI)

A

PYTHIA uses string fragmentation, HERWIG & SHERPA use cluster fragmentation

Hard Process
Perturbative 2→2 (ME)

Resonance Decays

ISR and FSR cutoffs
+ String-Fragmentation Parameters

See, e.g., Buckley et al., EPJC65 (2010) 331 and Phys.Rept. 504 (2011) 145

Important task: evaluate whether LEP/LHC universality holds
E.g., use universality-testing technique proposed in Schulz & PS, EPJ C71 (2011) 1644

For percent-level mtop, must also consider non-perturbative uncertainties
E.g., Central vs NOCR, etc, discussed in PS & Wicke, EPJ C52 (2007) 133

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:0907.2973
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:0907.2973
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1101.2599
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1101.2599
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1103.3649
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1103.3649
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0703081
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0703081
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pT-ordered PYTHIA 6

pT-ordered PYTHIA 8

Q-ordered PYTHIA 6 Tune A DW(T)
D6(T)

Tune S0
Tune S0A

D…-Pro

S…-Pro

Pro-Q2O

ATLAS MC09
Perugia 0

(+ Variations)

Tune 1
2C
2M

4C, 4Cx
A1, AU1
A2, AU2

Q2-LHC ?

AMBT1
Z1, Z2

Perugia 2010

AUET2B?
Perugia 2011
(+ Variations)

(default)

2002 2006 2008 2009 2010 2011

LHC data

Note: tunes differ significantly in which data sets they include
LEP fragmentation parameters
Level of Underlying Event & Minimum-bias Tails
Soft part of Drell-Yan pT spectrum
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pT-ordered PYTHIA 6

pT-ordered PYTHIA 8

Q-ordered PYTHIA 6 Tune A DW(T)
D6(T)

Tune S0
Tune S0A

D…-Pro

S…-Pro

Pro-Q2O

ATLAS MC09
Perugia 0

(+ Variations)

Tune 1
2C
2M

4C, 4Cx
A1, AU1
A2, AU2

Q2-LHC ?

AMBT1
Z1, Z2

Perugia 2010

AUET2B?
Perugia 2011
(+ Variations)

2002 2006 2008 2009 2010 2011

A
DW, 

D6, ...  
S0, S0A MC09(c)

Pro-…, Perugia 
0, Tune 1, 2C, 2M

AMBT1
Perugia 

2010
Perugia 

2011
Z1, Z2 4C, 4Cx

AUET2B, 
A2, AU2

LEP ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

TeV MB ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ (✔) ?

TeV UE ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ (✔) ✔?

TeV DY ✔ ✔  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

LHC MB ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ?

LHC UE ✔ ✔ ✔

LHC data

Main Data Sets included in each Tune (no guarantee that all subsets ok)

(default)
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*) if you use an up-to-date tune. Here comparing to PY6 default (~ Tune A) to show changes.

Underlying Event & Jet Shapes

UE
ΣpT (TRNS)

∆φ
pTlead > 5 GeV Jet Shape

30 < pT < 40, All y
(softest jet bin available)

Plots from mcplots.cern.ch

PS: yes, we should update the PYTHIA 6 defaults ... 
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dσ
(no K-factor)

dσ/σ
(norm to unity)

Plots from mcplots.cern.ch

*) if you use an up-to-date tune. Here comparing to PY6 default (~ Tune A) to show changes.

Drell-Yan pT (Normalized to Unity)

φ*

(norm to unity)

PS: yes, we should update the PYTHIA 6 defaults ... 

Apologies: we don’t have DY 
measurements from LHC on 

the mcplots site yet
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What Kind of Works*
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*) if you use an up-to-date tune. Here comparing to PY6 default (~ Tune A) to show changes.

Minimum-Bias Multiplicities

PS: yes, we should update the PYTHIA 6 defaults ... 

Charged
Multiplicity
Distribution

η distribution

(here showing as 
inclusive as possible)

Forward-Backward
Correlation (UA5)

Hoping for LHC measurements soon
See Wraight + PS, EPJC71(2011)1628 

Central LHC
Detectors

ALICE
FMD

Plots from mcplots.cern.ch
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STAR measurement
Average pT versus particle mass
Model predict too hard Pions
and too soft massive particles

STAR: 200 GeV

OPAL
all charged ~ pions

Pions can only be made harder

Massive particles can only be made softer!

HARD

SOFT SOFT

HARD
ALEPH
Λ baryons

Must be compared with LEP

So: tuning problem? or physics problem? Will return on Friday

Plots from mcplots.cern.ch
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Strangeness and Baryons
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Tried to learn from early data, but still not there … 

Λ/K

Again, quite difficult to adjust flavor parameters while remaining within LEP bounds … 

Plots from mcplots.cern.ch
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Very Soft Structure
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pTLead > 1 pTLead > 5

Minimum-Bias too lumpy? Underlying Event ok?

Plots from mcplots.cern.ch


